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lnstruction : Answer all the questions.

SECTION _ A

Answerany ten questions : (10x1;10)

1, Whai is web-server ? Name any two web servers.

2. What is MIME ? Give syntax.

3. What are empty elements ?

4. Write the tag used to preserve white spaces in XHTML.

5. What is an internal CSS style ?

6. What are contextual selectors ?

7. Name any two methods to get input from user in javascript.

L Why is tostring 0 used ?

9. State the difference between on focus and onblur events.

10. What are the different node properties used for tree traversal in DOM ?

11. Define XML.

12. What is the use of <noscript> tag ?
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SECTION _ B
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Answer any f ive questions : (5x3=15)

13. Explain CSS conflict resolution.

14. What is a form ? Explain action and method attribute of form,

15. Explain definition lists with example.

16, Explain <textarea> tag.

17. Explain type conversion of javascript.

18. Explain any three methods of window object.

19. What is XML schema ? Write any three features of XML schema,

20. What are the different levels of headings in HTML ?

SECTION - C

Answerany fivequestions : (5x7=gg)

21, Write a note on http request methods.

22. \Nhatare the mandatory XHTML elements ? Explain XHTML document structure
with an example,

23, What is hyperlink ? Explain the different kinds of links that can be created in a
XHTML document with example.

24. Differentiate between XHTML and HTML

25. Explain the different layers of web used to create dynamic interactive websites
with suitable example.
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26. What is array object ? Explain any tivd 
^ri^y 

methods.

27. Explain the different ways of registering events in DOMZ model.

28. What is pattern matching ? Explain ditferent methods used in pafiern matching.

SECTION - D

Answerany one question :

29. a) Write a note on Navigator object

b) Explain date object of javascript.

30. a) Explain various datatypes used in javascript.

b) Write a javasuipt to find factoriat of a number.

(1xl0=10)
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